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We study in detail the asymptotic behavior of the number of ordered factoriza-
tions with a given number of factors. Asymptotic formulae are derived for almost
all possible values of interest. In particular, the distribution of the number of factors
is asymptotically normal. Also we improve the error term in Kalma r’s problem of
‘‘factorisatio numerorum’’ and investigate the average number of district factors in
a random ordered factorization.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with the distribution of values of the arithmetic function
associated with Kalma r’s problem of ‘‘factorisatio numerorum’’ and is
sequel to our paper [11]. The original problem, first investigated by Kalma r
[16], is concerned with the asymptotic behavior of the sum function A(x)=
1nx a(n), where n1 a(n) n&s=(2&‘(s))&1, ‘ being Riemann’s zeta
function; thus a(1)=1 and for n2 a(n) denotes the number of ordered
factorizations of n into 2, 3, 4, ..., namely, the number of different ordered
sequences (n1 , n2 , ..., nj) such that n1 , n2 , ..., nj2 and n1n2 } } } nj=n.
We first observe that there exists a \ # (1, 2) such that ‘(\)=2. Numeri-
cally, \=1.72864 72389+. The function
1
2&‘(s)
&
R
s&\
,
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is easily seen to be continuous for Rs\, where R :=&1\‘$(\)=
0.31817 36522& is the residue of (2&‘(s))&1 at s=\. Applying Ikehara’s
Tauberian theorem (cf. [22, Section 7.5]), we obtain
A(x)tRx\ (x  ).
If we write A(x)=Rx\+E(x), Kalma r [16] showed that2
E(x)<<x\e&c1 log log x log log log x \0<c1< 12(\&1) log 2+ , (1)
by first establishing the estimate
|‘(_+it)|‘(_)&c2 exp \&c3(_&1) log |t|log log |t|+ (_>1, |t|t0).
Ikehara [14] then improved (1) by showing that
E(x)<<x\ exp(&c4(log log x) (43)&=) (0<c4< 12 , =>0).
His result was based on the estimate
|‘(_+it)|‘(_)&c5 exp(&(_&1)(log |t| )c6)
(_>1, 34<c6<1, |t|t0).
In this paper, we first show that the range for c6 can be extended by replac-
ing 34 by
2
3 , thus improving Kalma r’s and Ikehara’s results (cf. (9) below).
Moreover, assuming a uniform probability measure on the set of ordered
factorizations of integers x, we establish the asymptotic normality of the
random variables Yx , counting the number of factors in a random fac-
torization. Also we will develop analytic methods for computing the
asymptotic behaviors of the probabilities P(Yx=m) for almost all possible
values of m. Equivalently, the problem is reduced to evaluating the Perron
integral
A(x, m) :=
1
2?i |
2+i
2&i
xs
s
(‘(s)&1)m ds,
which is the number of ordered factorizations of integers x with exactly
m factors exceeding 1. When 1m=o((log x)35), we use a suitable
Hankel-type contour to evaluate the integral; when - log xm(1&
c7 exp(&(log log x)13&=)) log2 x, we use the saddle-point method which
has found many applications after the rekindling of interest by Hildebrand
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2 Throughout this paper, the cj ’s always represent positive constants.
and Tenenbaum for arithmetic problems in the 1980’s (cf. [9, 21, 22]).
[Here and throughout this paper log2 x=(log x)(log 2).] Again the intui-
tion for applying the saddle-point method is clear but the justification of
the applicability requires more refined estimates. For m(1&o(1)) log2 x,
the saddle-point of the integrand tends to infinity with x, thus the
asymptotic behavior of the integral will depend more and more on the
arithmetic structure of wxx as m increases (since m is very large, the ‘‘domi-
nant part’’ of (‘(s)&1)m would behave roughly like (2&s+3&s)m). We con-
tent ourselves with upper estimates for A(x, m) for m in this range (see (2)).
A general upper bound for A(x, m) can be obtained by Rankin’s techni-
que (essentially Chernoff ’s inequality in probability and saddle-point
bound for coefficients of analytic functions):
A(x, m)x_(‘(_)&1)m,
where _>1 is taken so that the value on the right-hand side is minimized
(cf. [22])
&‘$(_)
‘(_)&1
=
log x
m
.
Thus for m1
A(x, m)xI(_), I(_)=_&
‘(_)&1
‘$(_)
log(‘(_)&1).
In particular,
I(_)t_(23)_
log(32)
log 2
,
as _  . Therefore when m(1&c7 exp(&(log log x)13&=)) log2 x, we
have
log A(x, m)<<(log x)(log log x)13&= e&(log log x)13&=, (2)
and factorizations with such large number of factors occur with very small
probability.
It should be pointed out that while asymptotics of coefficients of large
power of a power series, namely, asymptotics of
1
2?i  z
&n&1F(z)m dz, (3)
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where F(z) is a power series, has received considerable attention in the
probability and combinatorics (any many others) literature due to their
wide applications, the corresponding problem for Dirichlet series, namely,
asymptotics of
1
2?i |
c+i
c&i
xs
s
f (s)m ds, (4)
where f (s) is a Dirichlet series, does not seem to have been discussed so far,
at least for large m depending on x. Such a problem naturally arises when
one is considering the number of factors in general ordered factorizations.
For example, one may consider ordered factorizations into prime numbers,
into Euler’s totient function (cyclotomic factorizations, cf. [2]), into
Fibonacci numbers, etc.
In general, asymptotics of integrals of the form (4) is technically more
difficult than its ‘‘additive version’’ (3) due to the almost periodic nature of
Dirichlet series. General analytic tools for integrals of the type (4) seem still
lacking in this direction. Again for reasonable f and for large m the saddle-
point method is a priori the ‘‘right tool’’ of attack but concentration
properties for | f (_+it) f (_)| for t in the ‘‘intermediate’’ range (=|t|T )
are in general more difficult to obtain (cf. [21]).
A closely related problem is the ‘‘|-counterpart’’ of Yx : what is the
number of ordered factorizations of integers x with the number of
distinct factors equal to m? The bivariate generating function is of the form
(cf. [13])
|

0
e&y ‘
n2
(1+z(e yns&1)) dy,
(with z ‘‘marking’’ the number of distinct factors). We show that the
average number (assuming the uniform probability distribution) of distinct
factors in a random factorization is asymptotic to {(log n)1\, where
{=&\&11(&1\)(&‘$(\))&1\=1.48791 59716+.
This corrects the result mentioned in [13, line 9 et seq., page 412].
Asymptotic behaviors of higher moments and limiting distribution are,
however, much more involved.
Finally, distributional properties associated with Oppenheim’s problem
of ‘‘factorisatio numerorum’’ (the unordered counterpart of Kalma r’s
problem) having bivariate generating function
1+ :
n2
n&s :
m1
0n, mzm= ‘
n2
1
1&zn&s
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can be dealt with using the methods developed in [1, 11] and asymptotic
properties of the modified Bessel functions; cf. [8, 12, 18, 20, 22]. In par-
ticular, we have a Bessel V geometric convolution law for the quantity
nx 0n, m (properly normalized). For related materials, see [3, 6, 7, 10,
19, 17, 23] and page 969 (fourth paragraph) of the Unsolved Problems
column of The American Mathematical Monthly, volume 104, number 10
(1997).
Notation. Throughout this paper, x is the major asymptotic parameter
which is taken to be sufficiently large. The generic symbols =, c, and K
always represent suitably small, absolute, and large, respectively, constants
independent of x whose values may vary from one occurrence to another.
We write consistently s=_+it with _, t # R. The symbol [zn] F(z)
represents the coefficient of zn in the Taylor expansion of F(z). With
slightly abuse of notation, we also write [n&s] f (s) to represent the coef-
ficient of n&s in the Dirichlet series of f (s). The symbol \ always denotes
the solution >1 of the equation 2&‘(s)=0, ;= 23+=<1 is a fixed positive
constant and +=&1‘$(\)=0.55001 00054&.
2. CONCENTRATION PROPERTIES OF ‘-FUNCTION
In this section, we establish some concentration properties of |‘(_+it)
‘(_)| as t varies away from real axis.
Lemma 1 The inequality
|‘(_+it)|‘(_)&
c8
_&1
e&(_&1)(log |t| ) ; (5)
holds for _>1 and |t|t0>0.
Proof. By symmetry, we may assume tt0 . We use the following well-
known estimate on trigonometric sums [15, p. 144]: For N0Nt2,
:
N<nN12N
n&it<<N exp \& (log N)
3
100 000(log t)2+ .
Take L=exp((log t);) and U=- t. Set l=wlog2 Lx and v=Wlog2 UX&1.
Clearly, by partial summation, we obtain
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} :LnU n
&_&it }<< :
l jv
2& j_ max
2 j<N2 j+1 } :2 jnN n
&it }
 c9 :
l jv
2& j (_&1) exp \& j
3(log 2)3
100 000(log t)2+

c10
_&1
exp \&(_&1)(log t);&(log t)
3;&2
100 000 + ;
and by integration
:
LnU
n&_
1
2 |
U
L
y&_ dy=
12
_&1
(e&(_&1)(log t) ;&t&(_&1)2)

c11
_&1
e&(_&1)(log t) ;,
where c11 is independent of _. Thus for _>1, we obtain
|‘(_+it)|‘(_)& :
LnU
n&_+ } :LnU n
&_&it }
‘(_)&
1
_&1
e&(_&1)(log t) ; \c11&c10 exp \&(log t)
3;&2
100 000 ++ .
Since ;> 23 , the assertion of the lemma follows. K
Note that we can actually replace ; by 23 by introducing more
logarithmic factors:
|‘(_+it)|‘(_)&
c8
_&1
e&(_&1)(log |t| )23 (log log |t| ) =,
and similarly for all estimates below involving ;. We content ourselves with
the estimate (5) for simplicity of presentation.
Lemma 2. For fixed }>1, the estimate
|‘(})&‘(_+it)|c12e&(}&1)(log |t| )
;
holds for |t|t0>0 and
_}&c13e&(}&1)(log |t| )
;
,
where c12=c12(})>0 depends on }.
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Proof. Assume without loss of generality that tt0 . Since for _, }>1,
|‘(_+it)&‘(}+it)||‘(_)&‘(})|c14 |_&}|,
we have, by (5),
|‘(})&‘(_+it)||‘(})&‘(}+it)|&|‘(_+it)&‘(}+it)|

c8
}&1
e&(}&1)(log t) ;&c14 |_&}|.
Now for t3, take c13 so small that
|_&}|c13 e&(}&1)(log t)
;

c8e&(}&1)(log t)
;
2c14(}&1)
.
Accordingly,
|‘(})&‘(_+it)|c15e&(}&1)(log t)
;
,
where c15=c15(}). On the other hand, if
_}+c13e&(}&1)(log t)
;
,
we also have
|‘(})&‘(_+it)|‘(})&‘(_)c16(_&})c17 e&(}&1)(log t)
;
.
This completes the proof. K
Lemma 3. For &1, _>1, & # Z+ and |t|&?log 2, the inequality
|‘(_+it)|‘(_) e&q_(&) t2
holds uniformly in t, where
q_(&)=
1
?2‘(_)
:
n&
(2n)&_&2.
Proof. We have
|‘(_+it)|‘(_)+ :
n&
( |(2n&1)&_&it+(2n)&_&it|&(2n&1)&_&(2n)&_).
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Now for j1
| j&_&it+( j+1)&_&it|
= j&_(1+2(1+1j)&_ cos t log(1+1j)+(1+1j)&2_)12
( j&_+( j+1)&_)
_\1& 2 j
_( j+1)_
( j_+( j+1)_)2
(1&cos t log(1+1j))+
12
.
Using the inequalities
(1&x)121&
x
2
(0x1),
1&cos %
2
?2
%2 ( |%|?),
we have for |t|?log(1+1j)
| j&_&it+( j+1)&_&it| j&_+( j+1)&_&
2 log(1+1j)2
?2( j_+( j+1)_)
t2.
It follows that for |t|&?log 2 &?log(1&1(2&))
|‘(_+it)|‘(_)&
2
?2
t2 :
n&
log(1+1(2n&1))2
(2n&1)_+(2n)_
‘(_)&
t2
?2
:
n&
(2n)&_&2,
by the inequalities
(2n&1)_+(2n)_2(2n)_ (_1, n1),
log \1+ 12n&1+=&log \1&
1
2n+
1
2n
(n1.) K
Lemma 4. For _>1 and t # R, the inequality
|‘(s)&1|(‘(_)&1) |‘(s)|‘(_) (6)
holds.
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Proof. The inequality follows from writing
|‘(s)&1|=|‘(s)12| |‘(s)12&‘(s)&12|,
and the positivity of the coefficients
[n&s](‘(s)12&‘(s)&12)>0
for n2. To prove this, we use the following explicit expression: for
n= p:11 p
:2
2 } } } p
:m
m , where 2 p1<p2 } } } pm and :j1,
[n&s](‘(s)12&‘(s)&12)
= ‘
1 jm \
2: j
:j +
1
4:j
&(&1)m ‘
1 jm \
2:j&2
:j&1 +
2
4:j:j
,
which is positive for m odd. For even values of m, it also follows from the
inequality
\2kk +
1
4k
&\2k&2k&1 +
2
4kk
=\2k&2k&1 +
1
4k&1 \1&
1
k+>0
for k2. K
Note that the value |‘(s)| can be very small in the half plane Rs>1 only
when _ is very close to 1 (by the inequality |‘(s)|‘(2_)‘(_)) and in this
case the right-hand side of (6) is not small because (‘(_)&1)- ‘(_)  
as _  1+.
A combination of the preceding lemmas yields the following
Corollary 1. For _>1
|‘(s)&1|
‘(s)&1
{e
&(12) q_(&) t2,
exp(&ce&(_&1)(log |t| ) ;),
if |t|t0 ;
if |t|t0 ,
(7)
where & is the least integer for which t0&?log 2.
Proof. By (5),
|‘(_+it)|‘(_) \1&
c8
‘(_)(_&1)
e&(_&1)(log |t| ) ;+
12
1&
c8
2
e&(_&1)(log |t| ) ;
exp \&c82 e&(_&1)(log |t| ) ;+ ,
since ‘(_)(_&1)1 for _1. K
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3. ASYMPTOTIC NORMALITY
In this section, we establish the asymptotic normality of the random
variables Yx defined as the number of factors in a random ordered fac-
torization (see below), and improve the error term in Kalma r’s problem.
For zt1, let \(z) denote the solution of the equation 1=z(‘(s)&1)
satisfying \(1)=\. The function \(z) is analytic at z=1. Clearly, for z>0,
\(z) is an increasing function of z and limz  0 \(z)=1. Define the polyno-
mials Az(x) in z by
Az(x) := :
1nx
[n&s]
1
1&z(‘(s)&1)
,
and the random variables Yx by the distribution
P(Yx=m) :=
[zm] Az(x)
A(x)
(x2).
In other words, if we assign equal probability to each factorization of the
set of ordered factorizations of the numbers x, then Yx counts the
number of factors (or the length of the sequence) in a random factoriza-
tion.
Let d(n) denote the number of divisors of n. By the definition of Az(x),
we have Az(x)=0 for x<1 and
Az(x)=1+z :
k2
Az(xk) (x1).
From this we deduce that
[z] Az(x)=wxx&1tx,
[z2] Az(x)= :
4nx
(d(n)&2)tx log x,
[z3] Az(x)= :
8nx \3&3d(n)+ :b | d d(b)+t
x
2
(log x)2,
etc. Thus one naturally expects that [zm] Az(x)tx(log x)m&1(m&1)!.
This is indeed the case for 1m=o(- log x) (cf. Theorem 2 below). Recall
that +=&1‘$(\).
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Theorem 1. The number of factors in a random ordered factorization is
asymptotically normal in the sense of convergence in distribution with mean
and variance satisfying3
E(Yx)=+ log x&1++2‘"(\)&\&1++O(e&c18(log log x)
(32)&=
),
Var(Yx)=(+3‘"(\)&+) log x+c19+O(e&c20(log log x)
(32)&=
),
for some absolute constants c18 , c20 , where
c19=\&1+&\&1+3‘"(\)+\&2+2&+2‘"(\)+2+4‘"(\)++3‘$$$(\).
We first derive an asymptotic estimate for Az(x).
Proposition 1. For 0<*<1, *z1*, Az(x) satisfies
Az(x)=&
x\(z)
z\(z) ‘$(\(z))
+Ez(x), (8)
where
Ez(x)<<* x\(z) exp \&(log log x)
(32)&=
2(\(z)&1) + ,
uniformly in z.
Corollary 2. The error term in Kalma r’s problem satisfies
E(x)<<x\ exp(&c(log log x)(32)&=). (9)
Proof (Sketch). By Lemma 2, we obtain, for
_\(z)&c13 exp(&(\(z)&1)(log |t| );),
the estimate
|‘(\(z))&‘(_+it)|= } 1+1z&‘(_+it) }
c12 exp(&(\(z)&1)(log |t| );).
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3 We implicitly assume that x is not a positive integer; this convention will be used
throughout this paper.
Thus
} 11&z(‘(_+it)&1) }<<exp((\(z)&1)(log |t| );)<<t&=,
By the Perron formula and standard arguments (cf. [22, Section 5.3] with
suitable modifications on zero-free regions), we obtain (8); cf. [14, 16]. See
also the proof of Proposition 4. K
Proof of Theorem 1 (Sketch). From the proposition, we obtain,
uniformly for &*s*, *>0,
M(x, s) :=E(eYx s)
=
\‘$(\)
\(es) ‘$(\(es))
e&s+(\(e s)&\) log x(1+O(e&c21(log log x)(32)&=)),
where c21 depends on * whose value may be taken to be 12(\(e
1*)&1)&1.
The asymptotic normality follows from a well-known theorem of Curtiss
(cf. [5]). By taking derivatives of (1&z(‘(s)&1))&1 with respect to z, set-
ting z=1 and then proceeding as above, we obtain the formulae for the
first two moments. Note that
\$(1)=&
1
‘$(\)
=+, and \"(1)=
2‘$(\)2&‘"(\)
‘$(\)3
=+3‘"(\)&2+. K
To obtain more precise quantitative results for the distribution function
of Yx like convergence rate and large deviations, we need consider complex
parameter of the moment generating function, which in turn requires a
detailed study of the solution of ‘(s)=1+1z for z in a complex
neighborhood of unity. Instead of following this line, we proceed along a
more straightforward approach by considering large powers of ‘-function
in the following sections.
4. LOCAL DISTRIBUTIONS I. SMALL POWERS
Recall that
A(x, m) :=
1
2?i |
c+i
c&i
xs
s
(‘(s)&1)m ds.
In this section we study the asymptotic behavior of A(x, m) for small m.
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Theorem 2. For 1m=o((log x)35), A(x, m) satisfies
A(x, m)=x
(log x)m&1
(m&1)!
exp \&((1&#) m+1)(m&1)log x +
_\1+O \ m
3
(log x)2++ , (10)
uniformly in m, where # is Euler’s constant.
Corollary 3. If 1m=o(- log x), then
A(x, m)=x
(log x)m&1
(m&1)! \1+O \
m2
log x++ ,
uniformly in m.
Our major step in proving the theorem is the following
Proposition 2. We have
A(x, m)=
1
2?i |H1
xs
s
(‘(s)&1)m ds+E, (11)
where H1 is the truncated Hankel contour depicted in Fig. 1 (defined below)
and
E<<x
(log x)m&1
(m&1)!
exp(&c(log x)37 (log log x)47),
uniformly for 1m=o((log x)35).
Note that since m is a positive integer, the Hankel contour can be
replaced by simpler paths (like straight lines); the local singularity analysis
is then replaced by residue computations. We prefer resorting explicitly to
such a contour because the analyses are more straightforward and extend
easily to general algebraic and logarithmic singularities. Actually, all our
results hold for any real m1.
Proof of Proposition 2. Since A(x, 1)=wxx&1, we assume m2
throughout the proof. We need the well-known estimate for ‘-function (cf.
[15, p. 144]):
|‘(_+it)|c22 |t| c23(1&_)
32
(log |t| )23 ( |t|t0 , 12_1).
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Consider
B(x, m) :=|
x
1
A( y, m)
y
dy=
1
2?i |
2+i
2&i
xs
s2
(‘(s)&1)m ds (x1).
To evaluate the Perron integral, we move the line of integration to the
following contour C (see Fig. 1):
C :=H1 _ C& _ C+ _ C& _ C+,
where
C\ ={1&!\it : 12t<= ,
C\={\_, \ i2\
(_&1+!)( 12&$x)
/&!
i+ : 1&/_1&!= ,
Hv={v+$xei% : &?2%
?
2=_ [_\i$x : v&/_v],
the orientations being indicated in Fig. 1 and
! :=323(2c23)&23 m&43=: c24 m&43,
$x :=mlog x, / :=m&23(log m)2.
Clearly,
\ 12?i |C++
1
2?i |C& +
xs
s2
(‘(s)&1)m ds
<<|

12
x1&!
|1&!+it|2
|‘(1&!+it)&1|m dt
<<|
t0
12
x1&! |!&it|&m dt+|

t0
x1&!t&2+c23 !32mcm22(log |t| )
2m3 dt
<<2mx1&!+cm22x
1&! |

log t0
e&(1&c23m!32) yy2m3 dy
<<cm22x
1&!1 \23 m+1+\1&
3
2m+
&((23) m+1)
<<cm22x
1&!1 \23 m+1+ ,
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FIG. 1. The contour C.
(since 1&c23m!32=1&2m3). Similarly,
\ 12?i |C+ +
1
2?i |C& +
xs
s2
(‘(s)&1)m ds<<x1&!/&m
<<cm22x
1&!1 \23 m+1+ .
We thus obtain
B(x, m)=
1
2?i |H1
xs
s2
(‘(s)&1)m ds+O \cm22x1&!1 \23 m+1++ . (12)
[The asymptotic nature of this formula will become clear later.]
We now link the two formulae (11) and (12) by the following differ-
encing argument.
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By the relation
A(x, m)=
B(x+*x, m)&B(x, m)
log(1+*)
&
1
log(1+*) |
x+*x
x
A( y, m)&A(x, m)
y
dy,
where *>0 is sufficiently small, we have
}A(x, m)& 12?i |H1
xs
s
(‘(s)&1)m ds }E1+E2 ,
where
E1= }B(x+*x, m)&B(x, m)log(1+*) &
1
2?i |H1
xs
s
(‘(s)&1)m ds } ,
and
E2 =
1
log(1+*) |
x+*x
x
A( y, m)&A(x, m)
y
dy

1
log(1+*) |
x+*x
x
A( y, m)
y
dy+
1
log(1&*) |
x
x&*x
A( y, m)
y
dy
<<
1
*
(B(x+*x, m)&2B(x, m)+B(x&*x, m))
+max[B(x+*x, m)&B(x, m), B(x, m)&B(x&*x, m)].
Using (12) and the estimate
(x+*x)s&xs
s2*
&
xs
s
=xs
(1+*)s&1&*s
s2*
<<|xs|,
for *t0 and s # H1 , we obtain
E1<<* |
H1
|xs| |‘(s)&1| m |ds|+*&1cm22x
1&!1 \23 m+1+ .
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Now
|
H1
|xs| |‘(s)&1|m |ds|
<<|
?2
&?2
x1+$x cos %$1&mx d%+|
/
0
x1&_ |_+i$x |&m d_
<<x$1&mx x
$x($x log x)&12+|
$x
0
x1&_$&mx d_
+2&m2 |
/
$x
x1&_$&mx d_
<<x
(log x)m&1
(m&1)!
+x
(log x)m&1
mm
+x
(log x)m&1
mmem2m2
<<x
(log x)m&1
(m&1)!
.
Thus
E1<<*x
(log x)m&1
(m&1)!
+*&1cm22x
1&!1 \23 m+1+ .
Similarly, the same estimate holds for E2 .
Take
*=c
m
22x
&!1( 23m+1)(m&1)!
(log x)m&1
,
so that the two error terms in E1 are of the same order. We now show that
*<<exp(&c25(log x)37 (log log x)47), (13)
uniformly for 2m=o((log x)35). This implies that *  0+ and so com-
pletes the proof of the proposition.
Observe that cm221(
2
3m+1)(m&1)!(log x)
m&1 is a steadily decreasing
function of m for 2m=o((log x)35). We distinguish two cases:
(i) if 2mm0 , where m0=(log xlog log x)37, then
*  x&!2 - c221(53)<<exp \&c242 m&43 log x+
<<exp \&c242 (log x)37 (log log x)47+;
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(ii) if m0m=o((log x)35), then by Stirling’s formula,
*c
m
221(
2
3m+1)(m&1)!
(log x)m&1
exp \&m02 log log x+
5
6
m0 log m0+O(m0)+
exp \&12 (log x)37 (log log x)47
+
5
14
(log x)37 (log log x)47 (1+o(1))+O(m0)+
exp \&17 (1+o(1))(log x)37 (log log x)47+ .
Thus we obtain (13) with c25=min[c24 2, 18]. K
Proof of Theorem 2. By Proposition 2, we are left with the evaluation
of the integral
I=
1
2?i |H1
xs
s
(‘(s)&1)m ds
=
x
2?i |H0 e
sXs&m(1+O(m |s| 2)) ds,
where X=log x&(1&#) m&1 and the O-term is uniformly bounded for s
on H0 (the contour H1 translated to the left by unity) and 2m=
o((log x)35). The contribution of this O-terms to the integral is estimated
as in the proof of Proposition 2; the result is
I=
x
2?i |H0 e
sXs&m ds+O \x (log x)
m&3 m3
(m&1)! + .
For the dominating term, we can extend the integration contour to &\
i$x , the error so introduced being
<<x |

m&23(log m)2
e&_X |_+i$x |&m d_
<<
x
X
exp(&m&23(log m)2 X) m2m3(log m)&m
<<
x
log x
exp(&c26(log x)35 (log log x)2)
<<
x
log x
exp(&c26(log x)37 (log log x)47),
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for m=o((log x)35). We conclude by Hankel’s integral representation for
11(z) that
I=x
(log x&(1&#) m&1)m&1
(m&1)! \1+O \
m3
(log x)2++ ,
from which (10) follows. K
Remark. Under the Riemann hypothesis, Theorem 2 holds true for 1
m=o((log x)23). This can be proved unconditionally by the saddle-point
method in the next section (actually a corollary to Theorem 3).
5. LOCAL DISTRIBUTIONS II. LARGE POWERS
We continue the asymptotic study of A(x, m) for larger values of m in
this section. Recall that ;= 23+=<1. Throughout this section _ denotes the
unique solution >1 of the equation
&‘$(_)
‘(_)&1
=
log x
m
. (14)
Theorem 3. For - log xmm1 , where
m1 :=(log2 x)(1&c27e&=(log log x)
1&;
),
we have
A(x, m)=
x_(‘(_)&1)m
_ - 2?}2(_) m \1+O \
(32)_
m ++ , (15)
uniformly in m, where
}2(_)=
‘"(_)(‘(_)&1)&‘$(_)2
(‘(_)&1)2
. (16)
As we will see later, _<<(log log x)13&=, thus (15) is a bona fide
asymptotic expression for - log xmm1 .
Corollary 4. The formula (10) holds for 1m=o((log x)23).
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Corollary 5. Let v=+3‘"(\)&+. For m=+ log x+ y - v log x, we
have
P(Yx=m):
e&y22
- 2?v log x \1+O \
1+| y|2
log x ++ ,
uniformly for y=o((log x)16).
Thus the convergence rate of the distribution functions of Yx to the
standard normal distribution is O((log x)&12). Other results like moderate
and large deviations can also be derived from (15).
Again from Perron’s formula, a good approximation to A(x, m) comes
from a small portion of the integration path.
Proposition 3. If - log xmm1 , then
A(x, m)=
1
2?i |
_+i$m
_&i$m
xs
s
(‘(s)&1)m ds+O((log x)&K x_(‘(_)&1)m),
for any K>1, where, here and throughout this section, $m=m&25.
Proof. Take
T=exp \\ 4 log m5(_&1)+
1;
+ .
We first show that
|‘(_+it)&1|m(‘(_)&1)m e&m16<<T &1(‘(_)&1)m, (17)
uniformly for $m|t|T. For, if t0|t|T, then by (7)
|‘(_+it)&1|m(‘(_)&1)m exp(&cme&(_&1)(log T ) ;)
=(‘(_)&1)m e&cm15(‘(_)&1)m e&m16;
on the other hand, if $m|t|t0 , again by (7)
|‘(_)&1|m(‘(_)&1)m e&q_(&) m152,
with
q(&)=
1
2?2
:
j&
(2 j)&_&2>
1
2?2(2&)_+2
.
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Consider now Eq. (14). Since _=_(m) is an increasing functions in m (for
fixed large x), we have for mm1
(log 2)(1+O(e&=(log log x)1&;))
log 2
1+O(e&=(log log x)1&;)

log x
m
=
&‘$(_)
‘(_)&1
(log 2) \1+\23+
_ log 3
log 2
+O(2&_)+ .
It follows that for mm1
_<<=(log log x)1&;.
Therefore
q(&)>>e&c(log log x)1&;,
accordingly
|‘(_+it)&1|m(‘(_)&1)m e&m15e&c(log log x)
1&;
(‘(_)&1)m e&m16,
uniformly for $m|t|t0 . This proves the first inequality (17). The second
estimate of (17) is obvious.
Note that for _=(log log x)1&;, we have
T>>(log x)K,
where K=(45=)1;.
For convenience, define gn, m as the coefficients in the Dirichlet series
expansion of (‘(s)&1)m:
:
n2m
gn, m
ns
=(‘(s)&1)m.
By the well-known estimate4 (cf. [22, p. 150])
} 12?i |
_+iT
_&iT
ys
s
ds&1( y>1) }<< y
_
1+T |log y|
( y>0),
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4 The symbol 1A is defined to be 1 if property A holds and 0 otherwise.
we have
A(x, m)=
1
2?i |
_+iT
_&iT
xs
s
(‘(s)&1)m ds+E3 ,
where
E3 <<x_ :
n1
gn, m
n_(1+T |log xn| )
<<x_(‘(_)&1)m T &12+E4 ,
with
E4=x_ :
|log(xn)|T&12
gn, m
n_(1+T |log xn| )
.
To estimate E4 , we use a smoothing argument similar to that in [21]. Set
T1=- T&1 and define
h(u)=max[1&T1 |u|, 0].
Then
1
1+T |u|
1&
T
- T+1
|u|h(u) ( |u|T &12).
Since the characteristic function of h(u) satisfies
H( y) :=|
1T1
&1T1
(1&T1 |u| ) eiuy du=
1
2T1 \
sin
y
2T1
y
2T1 +
2
,
we have
E4  x_ :
n2m
gn, m
n_
h(log xn)
=
1
2? |

&
H( y) x_&iy(‘(x&iy)&1)m dy
<<
1
T1 |
$m
0
x_(‘(_)&1)m dy+
1
T1 |
T
$m
x_T &1(‘(_)&1)m dy
+
1
T |

T1
y&2x_(‘(_)&1)m dy,
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in view of (17). It follows that
E4<<T &11 x
_(‘(_)&1)m<<T &12x_(‘(_)&1)m.
Thus
A(x, m)=
1
2?i |
_+iT
_&iT
xs
s
(‘(s)&1)m ds+O(T &12x_(‘(_)&1)m)
=
1
2?i |
_+i$m
_&i$m
xs
s
(‘(s)&1)m ds+E5+O(T &12x_(‘(_)&1)m),
where by (17)
E5 =
1
2? |$m|t|T
x_+it
_+it
(‘(_+it)&1)m dt
<<x_T &1(‘(_)&1)m log(T+_)<<T &12x_(‘(_)&1)m.
Since K depends on =, it suffices to take = (in the definition of m1) suf-
ficiently small and this completes the proof of the proposition. K
Proof of Theorem 3. Write
log(‘(_+w)&1)= :
j0
} j (_)
j !
w j,
for _>1 and sufficiently small w. It remains to evaluate the integral
J=
1
2?i |
_+i$m
_&i$m
xs
s
(‘(s)&1)m ds
=
x_(‘(_)&1)m
2?_ |
$m
&$m
exp \m :j2
} j (_)
j !
(it) j+\1&it_+O \
t2
_2++ dt,
by the choice of _. Since
}j (_)
j !
=[w j] log(‘(_+w)&1)=
1
j
[w j&1]
‘$(_+w)
‘(_+w)&1
( j1),
and for |s&R(s)|=
‘$(s)
‘(s)&1
<<{ |s&1|
&1,
1,
if |s&1|c, s{1;
if 1+cR(s)K,
‘$(s)
‘(s)&1
+log 2<<(23)Rs, if R(s)K,
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we deduce by Cauchy’s integral formula that
(_&1)& j, if 1<_1+c;
}j (_)
j !
<< j&1c j28 _{1, if 1+c_K;(23)_, if _K,
for some c28 and j2. This implies, by the explicit form (16) of }2(_), that
in all cases
:
j4
m} j (_)
j!(}2(_) m) j2
(it) j<<t4(32)_ m&1 (_>1),
which is uniformly small for |t|$m and - log xmm1 . Hence
J=
x_(‘(_)&1)m
2?_ - }2(_) m
|
$m - }2(_) m
&$m - }2(_) m
e&y22 \1& }3(_) iy
3
6}2(_)32 m12
&
iy
_ - }2(_) m
+O \ y
2
_2}2(_) m
+
(32)_
m
y4+
(32)_
m
y6++ dy.
We complete the proof of the theorem by observing that
$m - }2(_) m=m110 - }2(_)  
and
|

$m - }2(_) m
e&y22 dy<<(log x)&K,
for any K>1 and - log xmm1 . K
Proof of Corollary 4. When m= log x, we can derive a series expan-
sion for _&1 in terms of powers of w=mlog x as follows. Rewrite (14) as
_&1=w.1(_&1), .1( y)=
&‘$( y+1) y
‘( y+1)&1
.
Then the Taylor expansion of .1(_) is absolutely convergent in a small
neighborhood of the origin and we have by Lagrange inversion formula (cf.
[4, p. 125])
_&1= :
j1
djw j, dj=
1
j
[_ j&1] .1(_) j.
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In particular, we have
_=1+
m
log x
+(1&#)
m2
(log x)2
+ } } }
From this and (15) we deduce (10) for m in the range - log xm=
o((log x)23). K
Proof of Corollary 5. Take this time w= y- v log x and rewrite (14) as
_&\=w.2(_&\), .2( y)=
vy
‘( y+\)&1
&‘$( y+\)
&+
.
Again, by Lagrange inversion formula,
_=\+ :
j1
ejw j, ej=
1
j
[_ j&1] .2(_) j.
In particular, e1=+ and
e2=&
‘$$$(\) ‘$(\)+‘"(\) ‘$(\)2&2‘"(\)2
2‘$(\)3 (‘"(\)2&‘"(\))
.
Straightforward computations then lead to the local limit theorem. K
6. THE NUMBER OF DISTINCT FACTORS
Let ’x represent the random variable counting the number of distinct fac-
tors in a random ordered factorization, where all ordered factorizations of
integers x are equally likely. We study the expected value of ’x in this
section.
First, as in [13], we can show that
:
n1
n&s :
m0
bn, mzm=|

0
e&y ‘
n1
(1+z(e yns&1)) dy,
where bn, m denotes the number of ordered factorizations of n into exactly
m distinct factors, n2 and b1, 0=1. From this representation, we obtain
E’x=
1
A(x)
:
n2
(A(x)&An(x)), (18)
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where
An(x) := :
kx
[k&s]
1
2&‘(s)+n&s
.
[One can also obtain this expression by a direct argument: ’x is the sum
of (dependent) Bernoulli random variables and the Dirichlet series
1
2&‘(s)
&
1
2&‘(s)+n&s
enumerates the number of ordered factorizations in which the factor n
appears at least once; summing over all possible factors yields (18).]
Theorem 4. The average number of distinct factors in a random ordered
factorization satisfies
E(’x)={(log x)1\&
3
2
+O((log x)&1+1\ log log x), (19)
where \>1 solves the equation ‘(s)=2 and
{=&\&11(&1\) +1\=1.48791 59716+.
Comparing this result to E(Yx)t+ log x, we conclude that there are many
small factors occurring with high frequencies in a random ordered factoriza-
tion.
Proposition 4. For 2nx,
An(x)=Rnx\n+O \x\n exp \&14 \
log log x
\&1 +
1;
++ , (20)
where \n>1 solves the equation ‘(s)&n&s=2 and
Rn=
1
&\n(‘(\n)+n&\n log n)
.
We first observe that a series representation for the solution \n in terms
of powers of w=+n&\ can be obtained by Lagrange inversion formula:
\n=\& :
j1
hjw j, h j=
1
j
[t j&1] \ &‘$(\) tn
t
‘(\&t)&‘(\)+
j
,
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for n2. Thus in particular
\n=\&+n&\&\log n&+‘"(\)2 + +2n&2\+ } } } . (21)
Proof of Proposition 4. Consider
Bn(x)=|
x
1
An( y)
y
dy=
1
2?i |
2+i
2&i
xs
s2
1
2&‘(s)+n&s
ds.
By unicity of analytic functions, there exists a neighborhood of \n in which
the equation ‘(s)&n&s=2 has no other zeros besides \n . This property
together with (7) imply that the equation has no other zeros in the region
_{\n&cV(T ),\n ,
if |t|T;
if |t|>T,
for sufficiently large T, where V(t)=exp((\n&1)(log t);).
Thus we can move the line of integration to the following rectilinear con-
tour by taking into account the residue:
Bn(x) =
x\n
&\2n(‘(\n)+n
&\n log n)
+
1
2?i \|
\n&iT
\n&i
+|
\$n&iT
\n&iT
+|
\$n+iT
\$n&iT
+|
\n+iT
\$n+iT
+|
\n+i
\n+iT +
_
xs
s2
1
2&‘(s)+n&s
ds
=: \&1n Rnx
\n+I1+I2+I3+I4+I5 ,
say, where \$n=\n&cV(T ) and the value of T will be specified later. Using
the estimates (7) and the method of proof of Lemma 2, we obtain
I1+I5 <<|

T
x\nt&2V(t) dt<<x\nV(T ) T &1,
I2+I4<<|
\n
\$n
x_
_2+T 2
V(T ) d_<<x\nV(T ) T &2,
I3<<|
t0
0
x\$n
1
|cV(T )&it|
dt+|
T
t0
x\$nt&2V(t) dt
<<x\n&cV(T )V(T ).
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If we take T such that
T &1=x&cV(T ),
then
Bn(x)=\&1n Rn x
\n+O(x\nV(T ) T &1).
Since (\n<\)
T=exp \\log log x\n&1 +O(log log log x)+
1;
+
exp \(1&o(1)) \log log x\&1 +
1;
+ ,
we have
V(T ) T &1<<(log x) exp \&(1&o(1)) \log log x\&1 +
1;
+
<<exp \&12 \
log log x
\&1 +
1;
+ .
It follows that
Bn(x)=\&1n Rn x
\n+O \x\n exp \&12 \
log log x
\&1 +
1;
++ .
A similar (and simpler) differencing argument as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 2 then leads to (20). K
Proof of Theorem 4. Set
N&=\ + log xlog log x+
1\
, N+=(log x) (2\&1)(\
2&\),
Decompose the sum in (18) into three parts:
E(’)=\ :
2n<N&
+ :
N&n<N+
+ :
N+ nx
+\1&An(x)A(x) + .
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For 2n<N& , by (20) and (21),
An(x)
A(x)
<<x\N& &\<<exp \&+ log xN \& +O \
log x
N 2\&
log N&++
<<(log x)&1,
consequently,
:
2n<N&
\1&An(x)A(x) += :2n<N& 1+O((log x)
&1+1\ (log log x)&1\)
= :
2n<N&
(1&e&+n&\ log x)+O((log x)&1+1\).
For nN+ , since
1
2&‘(s)
&
1
2&‘(s)+n&s
=
n&s
(2&‘(s))(2&‘(s)+n&s)
,
we have
:
nN+
\1&An(x)A(x) + 
1
A(x)
:
nN+
1
2?i |
2+i
2&i
xs
s
n&s
(2&‘(s))2
ds
<< :
nN+
n&\ log x<<N 1&\+ log x<<(log x)
&1+1\.
For the middle range N&n<N+ , using the expansions
&\‘$(\) Rn =
\‘$(\)
\n(‘(\n)+n&\n log n)
=1+O(n&\ log n),
x\n&\=exp \&+ log xn\ + (1+O(n&2\(log n) log x)),
we have
:
N& n<N+
\1&An(x)A(x) += :N& n<N+ \1&exp \&
+ log x
n\ +++E6 ,
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where
E6 << :
N&n<N+
e&+n&\ log x
_\n&\ log n+n&2\(log n) log x+exp \&14 \
log log x
\&1 +
1;
++
<<|
N+
N&
e&+y&\ log x
_\y&\ log y+ y&2\(log y) log x+exp \&14 \
log log x
\&1 +
1;
++ dy
<<(log x)&1+1\ log log x+N+ exp \&14 \
log log x
\&1 +
1;
+
<<(log x)&1+1\ log log x.
Collecting the results, we obtain
E(’x)= :
n2
(1&e&+n&\ log x)+O((log x)&1+1\ log log x).
The sum on the right-hand is expressible by the Mellin inversion formula
(cf. [13])
:
n2
(1&e&+n&\ log x)
=&
1
2?i |
&(23)+i
&(23)&i
1(s)(+ log x)&s (‘(&\s)&1) ds.
Shifting the line of integration to the right and taking into account the
residues (at s=&1\ and s=0), we obtain (19). K
With further computations, we can obtain an asymptotic expansion for
E(’x) of the form
{(log x)1\&
3
2
+(log x)1\ \ :
1 j<&
p j (log log x)
(log x) j
+O \(log log x)
&
(log x)& ++
(&1),
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where pj (u) is a polynomial of degree j. For example, we have (* :=1\)
p1(u)=*21(1&*) +* \\u&+‘"(\)2 (1&\)+1&\+‘"(\)
+\2+\ log +&\(1&*)+ ,
 being the logarithmic derivative of the Gamma function.
We leave open the computations of higher moments and the limiting
distribution.
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